By Ty McClellan

Golf in its Most Economical Form

Think sand-green golf is simply pasture golf? While occasionally true, sand-green courses - just like courses with grass greens - vary.

Once widespread in the early 1900s, sand-green courses still are fairly unheard of them. In fact, many notable golf facilities in the U.S. began with sand greens only to later convert to grass greens. In a way, playing sand greens offers a look back to the origins of golf in the U.S. and other parts of the world.

trees. For example, at the nine-hole, sand-green Glasco Country Club in rural Kansas, there are a variety of par 3s, 4s and 5s, a tree-lined creek that comes into play on eight of the nine holes, and two dogleg par 4s (one left and one right). Some sand greens are flat, but some have a little slope so players must still read the green and play some break.

Another aspect of sand greens is that they don’t need to be irrigated. Chase also notes that sand greens are great for golf facilities that need to meet playability targets.

Although bermudagrass is a tough customer during the summer, Chase says that $5 green fees to play all day. Fast pace of play. No irrigation.
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WINTER IS COMING

El Nino is expected to bring heavy rain to the West this winter. Will your golf course be ready? Read about five things golf courses can do to get ready for the rain.

MISSED THE PAST CAST?

Do you get discouraged when you see sand topdressing on the putting greens at your course? Sand topdressing is an often misunderstood practice, but it is a practice that has profound positive impacts on putting green performance.

NORTHEAST REGION

Identifying the factors that impact course conditions through a performance review will help identify where improvements are needed to meet playability targets.

CENTRAL REGION

If you are considering topdressing your greens for winter weather, you may want to consider sand topdressing, which has shown positive impacts on putting green performance.

El Nino is expected to bring heavy rain to the West this winter. Will your golf course be ready? Read about five things golf courses can do to get ready for the rain.

SOUTHEAST REGION

The national emphasis on water conservation is just one factor that has led to the term 'golf's use of water' becoming obsolete. A new initiative of The USGA is 'golf's use of water'.

USGA Golf's Use Of Water: Digital Collection

Available in English, Spanish and Mandarin
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The collections can be viewed online in a user-friendly digital magazine format, saved as a PDF or printed. We hope you find this new feature to be a useful resource.